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Astrophysical limit on the coupling constant of
hypothetical leptonic photons to leptons
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The hypothetical leptonic photons, namely, those that have coupling to
electrons, can be produced in the Sun and other stellar objects by the
process of photoproduction. Being weakly interacting particles they
could substantially influence the evolution of the star by changing the
process of heat release. In order for this not to happen, the leptonic
coupling constant must be smaller than;10226, i.e., much smaller
than the;10212 required for the stability of bodies against the leptonic
Coulomb forces. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00117-6#

PACS numbers: 14.70.Bh, 14.80.2j, 96.60.Vg, 95.30.Cq

Leptonic charges are conserved to the present experimental knowledge. The
tronic, muonic, and tauonic lepton numbers are separately conserved. This allows
couple massless particles to each of these conserved charges.1 Doing so gives rise to new
long-range forces, the most important of which for terrestrial phenomena is the
range force between electrons due to the electronic Coulomb interaction. The unsc
leptonic charge of electrons in bodies is limited to a very high degree by Eo¨tvös-like
experiments, and the electronic coupling constant must be smaller than;10249 in this
case.2 Thus the situation with unscreened electronic charge is uninteresting beca
requires an extremely small coupling constant (;10249) that cannot be measured in an
other experiments. The electronic charge cannot be screened by antileptonic cha
antineutrinos,3 since the outward pressure of antineutrinos will break up any bod
small pieces of a size;a(a/Aa l);1024 cm ~for a l;10212; Ref. 3!. Here a
;1028 cm is the dimension of an atom,a is the fine-structure constant, anda l is the
electronic charge coupling constant. The numbera l;10212 is the experimental uppe
limit for a l . The electronic charge could be screened by scalar particles with ant
tronic charge, e.g., supersymmetric partners of antineutrinos, if they are sufficiently
say with a mass of about 1 eV.3 In this case the electronic coupling constant is limited
the levela l,a6;10212 ~Refs. 4 and 5! by the requirement of mechanical stability of th
skin layer of bodies. It seems plausible that other terrestrial physical phenomena~like
surface tension, for example! could improve this limit. But there is a well-known extra
terrestrial phenomenon~the Sun! that improves the limit up toa l&10226, i.e., fourteen
orders of magnitude. In the present note we will discuss this new limit obtained from
considerations of possible energy losses by the Sun due to emission of leptonic ph
3210021-3640/99/70(5)/2/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The Sun is emitting photons coupled to the electric charge. Photons are produ
the hot (Ti;153106 °C) central part of the Sun and diffuse to the outer layers of the
in aboutR2/lc;1011s. HereR;631010cm is the radius of the Sun,l;1 cm is the
mean free path of the photons in the inner layers of the Sun, andc5331010cm/s is the
speed of light. The photons that are emitted from the Sun comes from the photosph
the Sun and have a blackbody spectrum with a temperatureTe;63103 °C. Thus, the
photon luminosity of the Sun is proportional toTe

4R2. Leptonic photons can be produce
in the Sun by the processge→g le. The mean free path of leptonic photons is determin
by the reverse processg le→ge and can be easily compared to the mean free path of
photons determined by the Compton scattering on electrons,ge→ge. Because of the
obvious similarity of the above processes we have for the mean free path of lep
photonsl l5(a/a l)l. If a l;10212, thenl l;1010cm;(1/6)R. Thus leptonic photons
scatter on the order of (R/l l)

2;36 times in the Sun and are emitted from a dep
;(1/6)R, where they have a temperature close toTi@Te . The luminosity of leptonic
photons;Ti

4R2 is many orders of magnitude larger than the photon luminosity;Te
4R2.

Therefore the casea l;10212 is strongly ruled out.

If l l.R ~this requires thata l,10213), leptonic photons are emitted from the Su
without scattering. Let us calculate the luminosity of the Sun in leptonic photons in
case. The number of leptonic photons emitted from a unit volume per unit time is e
to

sge→g l e
•ne•ng5

ng

l l
;

Ti
3

l l
.

They have the energy;Ti . The luminosity considered is then proportional
;(Ti

4/l l)R
3. It must be small compared to the photon luminosity;Te

4R2. Therefore we
should havel l@(Ti

4/Te
4)R;1024cm and consequentlya l!10224a;10226. This is the

desired limit on the leptonic coupling constant imposed by what we know abou
energy losses of the Sun. Other stars like red supergiants certainly improve this lim
they do for other weakly interacting particles,6,7 but even at the present limi
a l!10226 all terrestrial problems with leptonic photons and leptostatic repulsion see
be forgotten. In particular, the critical size of a body with unscreened leptonic char
;a(a/Aa l);103 cm, while the size of the skin layer is;a/A3 a l;5 cm ~Ref. 4!. This
means that bodies are quite stable against leptonic forces.

Thus we conclude that the leptonic coupling constant is limited by the known en
losses of the Sun at the level;10226. This limit can be improved by red supergiant
Terrestrial experiments with leptonic photons are highly questionable.

1L. B. Okun, Phys. Lett. B382, 389 ~1996!.
2L. B. Okun, ‘‘A remark on leptonic photons,’’ June 1972~Manuscript in Russian presented at the ITE
theoretical seminar!.

3S. I. Blinnikov, A. D. Dolgov, L. B. Okun, and M. B. Voloshin, Nucl. Phys. B458, 52 ~1996!.
4B. V. Martemyanov, JETP Lett.66, 547 ~1997!.
5B. V. Martemyanov, JETP Lett.68, 14 ~1998!.
6M. I. Vysotski�, A. D. Dolgov, and Ya. B. Zel’dovich, JETP Lett.26, 188 ~1977!.
7H. M. Georgi and S. L. Glashow, Nucl. Phys. B193, 297 ~1981!.

Published in English in the original Russian journal. Edited by Steve Torstveit.
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Localization and channeling of light in defect modes
of two-dimensional photonic crystals

A. M. Zheltikov, S. A. Magnitski , and A. V. Tarasishin
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 26 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 323–328~10 September 1999!

The spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field in a two-
dimensional photonic crystal with a lattice defect is investigated. It is
shown that in such a structure the field can be localized in a region
smaller than one wavelength in size. The dependence of the spectrum
of defect modes on the parameters of a two-dimensional photonic crys-
tal is investigated. The light field at the exit of the photonic crystal
possesses properties of a nonradiative mode, making it possible to
achieve spatial resolution in the near-field much higher than the radia-
tion wavelength. The possibilities of using this phenomenon in optical
near-field microscopy to produce optical memory devices and to in-
crease the efficiency of nonlinear optical interactions are discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00217-0#

PACS numbers: 42.70.Qs, 42.65.Wi, 61.72.2y

Localization of an electromagnetic field is one of the important properties of s
tures with photonic band gaps~PBGs!.1 Such effects in photonic crystals have be
widely investigated previously on the basis of analysis of the dispersion properti
PBG structures,2 where the basic properties of the transmission spectrum of a P
structure were established, and by various modifications of the slowly varying amp
approximation,3 which made it possible to understand the basic mechanisms of loca
tion of the field of a plane wave with a slowly varying envelope in one-dimensio
photonic crystals. Recent experiments4 indicate the possibility of obtaining channelin
and rotation~including by large angles! of light beams in two-dimensional PBG struc
tures containing defects of the photonic crystal lattice. Such effects cannot be unde
physically by analyzing the dispersion properties of PBG structures or on the basis
plane-wave approximation, since such approaches do not permit determining the fi
a photonic crystal. At the same time, the problem of describing the field of light w
analytically in and at the exit from two- and three-dimensional PBG structures is h
solvable. Numerical simulation methods seem to offer the only possibility of invest
ing the distribution of the field in such structures.

An approach based on the numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations by the fi
difference time-domain~FDTD!5 method appears to hold promise for investigating
field distribution in PBG structures. This technique has been used successfully to
optical confinement6 and the formation of extremely short light pulses in one-dimensio
3230021-3640/99/70(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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PBG structures.7 In the present letter the FDTD method is used to analyze localiza
and channeling of an electromagnetic field in a two-dimensional PBG structure w
lattice defect. The wideband test-pulse method is used to calculate the spectrum of
modes in the band gaps of photonic crystals. This approach makes it possible to
physically and technically important conclusions about the character of light chann
in defect modes of PBG structures. The analysis performed in the present work s
that under these conditions an electromagnetic field can be localized in a region s
than one wavelength in size, and the field at the exit of a PBG structure possess
properties of a nonradiative mode. It is shown that the spectrum of defect modes c
controlled by varying the parameters of the PBG structure.

To study the localization and channeling of light in a two-dimensional PBG st
ture with a lattice defect we solved Maxwell’s equations numerically by the fin
difference method. The field incident on the boundary of a PBG structure had the fo
a plane wave. The absorbing Neumann boundary conditions8 used in this method made
possible to avoid effects due to reflections from artificial boundaries. A structure co
ing of a variable number of periods~from 5 to 10! of cylindrical air gaps, forming a
triangular lattice in a silicon matrix, was chosen as the object of investigation~Fig. 1!.
This choice of the type of photonic crystal is based on the fact that silicon technol
are very promising for preparing one-,9 two-,10 and three-dimensional11 PBG structures.
Numerical calculations for the defect-free PBG structure described above showe
existence of a gap for the direction along theX axis ~Fig. 1!, which corresponds to the
minimum gap width,12 for the ratioa/l ~wherea is the period of the PBG structure an
l is the wavelength of the light beam! varying from 0.35 to 0.52 forH ~TE! modes and
from 0.44 to 0.57 forE ~TM! modes. Thus, the results of our calculations indicate
existence of a closed band gap and are in good agreement with calculations perfor

FIG. 1. Fragment of a two-dimensional PBG structure with a lattice defect.
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Ref. 12 by the plane-wave method as well as with the results of calculations and e
ments reported in Ref. 10.

To introduce a defect into the two-dimensional PBG structure described above
row of air pores was removed. Such a lattice defect was introduced, with a periL
along theY axis ~Fig. 1!. The problem of the propagation of a light beam in such
two-dimensional PBG structure with a defect makes it possible to give a full assess
of the advantages of the numerical analysis scheme, where the introduction of a de
contrast to the widely used plane-wave method, does not greatly complicate the
dure. Numerical analysis shows that if the intensity of the field in a PBG structure
no defect decays on a spatial scale of the order of the radiation wavelengthl and the
PBG structure is characterized by a transmission coefficient of the order of 1023, then a
light beam can propagate in the PBG structure with a defect only along a narrow ch
formed by the defect. The transmission coefficient forE modes witha/l from 0.44 to
0.47 in such a structure increases from 1023 to 0.5, attesting to the appearance of a def
level in the band gap. The spectrum of defect modes for propagation along theX axis for
E modes is shown in Fig. 2. This spectrum was calculated by the wideband test-
method, i.e., the propagation of a short pulse with a wide spectrum, greater tha
spectral range under investigation, through a two-dimensional PBG structure with
tice defect was simulated. The Fourier transform of the spectrum of such a pulse
exit of the PBG structure with a defect made it possible to find the spectrum of the d
modes. Analysis of the transmission spectrum of the PBG structure with a defect s
that the spectrum of defect modes can be controlled by varying the parameters
photonic crystal. As one can see from Fig. 2, as the ratio of the refractive index o
matrix material to the refractive index of the material of the cylinders~in our case, air!
decreases, the defect modes of the PBG structure shift to higher frequencies. Th
nomenon can be clearly interpreted on a qualitative level by representing the defect
of the PBG structure as a standing wave formed as a result of reflection from the wa
the channel formed by the defect. Then the wave number of such a standing
decreases with increasing ratio of the refractive indices of the materials forming the
structure.

Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the mean-square electric fieE2

in a PBG structure of the type described above, consisting of ten periods along theX axis

FIG. 2. Spectrum of defect modes of a two-dimensional PBG structure, a fragment of which is shown
1, for various dielectric constants of the matrix material:e511.7~dashed line!, 9 ~solid line!, 7 ~dotted line!, and
5 ~dot-and-dash line!.
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with defect periodL55a, for a/l50.454. Analysis of the spatial distribution of th
electromagnetic field shows that light is channeled along the defect in this structure
the field is localized at the center of the defect. For certain sections of the chann
beam diameter is of the order ofl/10 ~Fig. 3!, which is five times smaller than th
diffraction limit for a light beam focused in air. The light intensity at the center of
defect is several hundreds of times greater than the intensity at the channel edges~Fig. 3!.
This attests to a high contrast of the beam channeling. The group velocity of the
decreases substantially, indicating the possibility of using defect modes of PBG stru
to produce controllable optical delay lines, similarly to the optical delay lines base
one-dimensional PBG structures which were produced in Ref. 13. Light channeling
a defect was observed independently of the periodL with which the defect was intro-
duced. This shows that the light-localization phenomena described above are not
interference of the light reflected from neighboring defects. Beyond the photonic cr
and far from its surface the field intensity integrated over a periodL remained constan
independent of the value ofL. This shows that the light is channeled only along a giv
defect.

The distribution of the mean-square electric field at the exit of the PBG structu
presented in Fig. 4. Under these conditions the field is localized in the transverse
tion on a spatial scale less than the radiation wavelength~l/10!, decaying exponentially
along theX axis. The properties of this field are similar to those of a nonradiative m

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional plot of the localization of an electric field in a PBG structure with a lattice defe~a
fragment of this structure is shown in Fig. 1!. The gray tones represent the mean-square electric fieldE2 for a
ratio a/l50.454.
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localized near the surface of a sample in near-field microscopy. This opens up the
sibility of using PBG structures in optical near-field microscopy,14 as components tha
effectively form nonradiative modes. Using the reciprocity principle, we find that P
structures with a lattice defect can also be used to analyze the nonradiative field
sample, making it possible to implement a data-acquisition mode in near-field mi
copy.

It is extremely unlikely that an analytical description can be found for the field at
exit of PBG structures of the type under study. However, on the basis of qualit
physical considerations it is obvious that a light beam less than one wavelength in
eter in a two-dimensional photonic crystal cannot propagate in free space with
change in form. Since the diameter of such a beam is much less than the waveleng
the spectrum of the beam contains spatial harmonics of high orders, such a beam e
properties similar to those of nonradiative modes. Such a beam gives high resolut
the near field and decays rapidly in the longitudinal direction~along theX axis!. Even
though in this case all of the energy propagates along the exit surface of the
structure, the high density of the light field at the exit of such a structure can lea
physically observable phenomena in the near zone. This field can be used, speci
for local excitation of atoms or molecules. It can also be detected, similarly to
near-field microscopy scheme, by using a probe located near the surface.

Aside from various near-field microscopy schemes, the light-beam propagatio
gimes that can be realized with PBG structures hold promise for a variety of applica
Important applications utilizing the properties of the field at the exit of a PBG struc

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional plot of the distribution of the mean-square electric field at the exit of a PBG stru
with a lattice defect~a fragment of the structure is shown in Fig. 1! for a/l50.454.
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derive from the possibility of increasing the spatial resolution in photolithography
increasing the information storage density in optical-memory systems, and of visua
the mode composition of radiation in optical waveguides. The possibility of focusi
light beam in a region smaller than one wavelength in size opens up new possibiliti
increasing the information storage density in three-dimensional optical mem
systems.15 The fact, established in the present work, that there is no interferenc
radiation propagating in neighboring defects in a PBG structure is extremely impo
This circumstance makes it possible to obtain high locality of information writing
reading without disturbing the information stored in neighboring three-dimensi
memory cells. Finally, the possibility of a local increase in the field over quite exten
spatial scales in the direction of propagation of a light beam holds promise for incre
the efficiency of nonlinear optical interactions. However, nonlinear propagation reg
of light beams in two- and three-dimensional photonic crystals require additional s
the results of which we hope to report in subsequent publications.

In summary, the above analysis of the propagation of electromagnetic field
two-dimensional PBG structures with a lattice defect and the investigation of the
trum of defect modes in the gaps of such structures have revealed a number of imp
properties of field localization in photonic crystals. Under these conditions a light
can be localized in a region smaller than one wavelength in size, and the field at th
of the PBG structure possesses properties of a nonradiative mode, which makes
sible to achieve spatial resolution in the near field much higher than one waveleng
the radiation. The light-beam propagation regimes that can be obtained with PBG
tures hold promise for solving a variety of problems of near-field optical microscopy
increasing the density of information storage in optical memory devices, and for inc
ing the efficiency of nonlinear optical interactions.

We shall always treasure the memory of many discussions with and the inval
support of this work by N. I. Koroteev, who passed away suddenly. N. I. Koro
initiated our investigations in the field of photonic crystals.

This research was supported by the Constellation Group GmbH. The researc
A. M. Zh. and A. V. T. was supported in part by INTAS Grant 97-0369.
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A new optical method for measuring the electron–phonon
interaction parameter lŠV2

‹ using the spectral
dependence of the relaxation rate

A. L. Dobryakov and Yu. E. Lozovik* )

Spectroscopy Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow Distr
Russia

~Submitted 9 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 329–332~10 September 1999!

The spectral dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation rate
ge2ph(\v) in metals is studied in pump–supercontinuum-probe
~PSCP! experiments with femtosecond time resolution. Investigation of
this spectral dependence, which exhibits a substantial slowing of the
relaxation ratege2ph(\v) near the Fermi levelEF , using the param-
etrization ge2ph(\v)}l^V2&(\v2EF)2 makes it possible to deter-
mine directly the electron–phonon interaction parameterl^V2&. The
parameterl^V2& for YBa2Cu3O72d is analyzed using this method.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00317-5#

PACS numbers: 78.47.1p, 63.20.Kr, 74.25.Jb, 74.25.Kc, 74.72.Bk

It is of interest to study the electron–phonon interaction in metals and superco
tors because it plays the governing role in such fundamental physical phenome
superconductivity and transport processes in metals~see, for example, the reviews i
Refs. 1–3!. The principal mechanisms of charge-carrier scattering in metals, semim
and semiconductors and, in particular, the electron–phonon interaction are elucida
detail in the monograph by Gantmakher and Levinson,4 along with a discussion of the
modern advances in the kinetics of current carriers and the basic experiments in
the effects of this scattering are strongest. In the present letter we consider on
electron–phonon scattering mechanism.

The many-body theory of the electron–phonon interaction, describing both no
and superconducting states of a metal, is ultimately expressed in terms of the spe
densities of the electron-phonon interaction. One such function — the E´ liashberg func-
tion a2(V)F(V), describing the change in the single-particle properties of electron
the normal state and the phonon contribution to superconductivity — can be determ
experimentally from data on the dependence of the tunneling current between a n
metal and a superconductor on the applied voltage,3 though it is very difficult to deter-
mine for anisotropic superconductors and superconductors with a short coherence
An alternative approach to determininga2(V)F(V) or related functions, specifically, th
electron–phonon interaction parameterl^V2&, from the rate of change of the effectiv
temperature Te of the electronic subsystem5 involves the use of femtosecon
spectroscopy.6 This approach has been used to determine the parameterl^V2& in high-
3290021-3640/99/70(5)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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temperature superconductors and metals6,7 ~Cu, Au, Nb, and so on!.

As will be shown below, there is a more accurate method for determining
parameter l^V2&, based on femtosecond-resolution pump–supercontinuum-p
~PSCP! spectroscopy,7–9 which makes it possible to determine the spectral dependenc
the electron–phonon relaxation ratege2ph(\v). A characteristic feature of the spectr
dependencege2ph(\v) is that the relaxation rate decreases near the Fermi levelEF .7,10

As will be shown below, nearEF the spectral dependencege2ph(\v), describing the
relaxation of electrons after laser pumping, is determined by the expressionge2ph(\v)
}l^V2&(\v2EF)2, which makes it possible to determine the parameterl^V2&.

Let us examine the basic physical processes involved in the excitation of a
~superconductor! by an ultrashort laser excitation pulse. The excitation pulse~with dura-
tion tpu) is absorbed by free electrons in the conduction band. This creates a non
librium distribution of the electronic subsystem. The electron–electron interaction d
mines the establishment, on a femtosecond time scale, of a quasiequilibrium distrib
of the electronic subsystem~with an effective electron temperatureTe greater than the
lattice temperatureTL) with characteristic relaxation rategee. Next ~at timest@tpu ,
gee

21), the electron–phonon interaction equalizes the electron and the lattice temper
with a characteristic relaxation ratege2ph . A probe laser pulse is used to probe t
absorption due to transitions from a deep-lying filled band nearEF in the conduction
band; this gives a sign-alternating difference absorption spectrum6,7 with passage through
zero at the point corresponding to interband transitions nearEF . Measurement of the
kinetics of reflection and transmission by femtosecond spectroscopy methods ma
possible to determine the cooling rategT of the electronic subsystem,5 which is related
with the parameterl^V2&, as

]Te /]t5gT~TL2Te!, gT53\l^V2&/pkBTe , ~1!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant and\ is Planck’s constant. The parameterl^V2& plays
an important role in the theory of superconductivity, and the most direct method
measuring this parameter can be implemented using femtosecond laser spectro
This approach was used to determinel^V2& from femtosecond spectroscopy data: T
parameterl^V2& was determined from the rate of change of the effective electro
temperatureTe @see Eq.~1!# for metals6 ~Cu, Au, Nb! and a number of high-temperatur
superconductors6,7 (YBa2Cu3O72d , BiSr2CaCu2O81x). It should be noted that this ap
proach neglects the spectral dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation ra~see
below!, and it can therefore be regarded only as an estimate of the electron–ph
interaction parameterl^V2&. We shall show that the parameterl^V2& can be determined
by investigating the spectral dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation rate
femtosecond PSCP spectroscopy.7–9

A many-body electron–phonon interaction theory is presented in a numbe
reviews,1,2 and we shall not examine this theory in detail here. We shall present onl
basic relations that will be needed below. The electronic self-energyS(v) can be calcu-
lated taking account of very simple contributions of first-order in electron–phonon i
action. Higher-order terms can be neglected, because they are small in the r1,2

vD /EF . HerevD is the characteristic phonon frequency andEF is the Fermi energy. The
self-energyS(v) has real and imaginary parts. The imaginary part characterizes
electron–phonon relaxation ratege2ph(v,TL ,Te):
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ge2ph~v,TL ,Te!52pE dVa2~V!F~V!@2n~V,TL!11#

22pE dVa2~V!F~V!
sinh~\V/kBTe!

cosh@~\v2EF!/kBTe#1cosh@\V/kBTe#
,

~2!

wheren(V,TL) is the Bose distribution function,Te is the effective temperature of th
electronic subsystem,TL is the lattice temperature, anda2(V)F(V) is the spectral
electron–phonon interaction density or the E´ liashberg function. We note that the ap
proach of Ref. 4, based on the concept of a test particle, makes it possible to obta
same expression forge2ph(v,TL ,Te) using a simpler mathematical apparatus.

In the low-temperature limit, i.e., for temperaturesTe!\vph , where\vph is the
characteristic phonon energy, the spectral density of the electron–phonon relaxatio
near the Fermi level is well known and has the form4 ge2ph;(\v2EF)3, where the
proportionality coefficient is not directly related with the electron–phonon interac
parameterl^V2&. However, under the conditions of a femtosecond PSCP exp
ment6,7,10 the opposite limiting case of high temperatures obtain~with intense pumping!,
i.e., the effective temperatureTe of the electronic subsystem is much higher than
characteristic phonon frequencies\vph . In this limiting case, i.e., when\V/kBTe!1,
the electron–phonon relaxation ratege2ph(v,TL ,Te) is proportional to the electron–
phonon interaction parameterl^V2&:

ge2ph~v,TL ,Te!5g0~TL!2
p\l^V2&

2kBTe cosh2@~\v2EF!/2kBTe#
, ~3!

g0~TL!52pE dVa2~V!F~V!@2n~V,TL!11#,

l^V2&52E dVa2~V!F~V!V.

Near the Fermi level (\v2EF)/2kBTe!1 the electron–phonon relaxation ra
ge2ph(v,TL ,Te) has the form

ge2ph~v,TL ,Te!5a1b~\v2EF!2, ~4!

wherea5g0(TL)2p\l^V2&/2kBTe and b5p\l^V2&/(2kBTe)
3. It follows from ex-

pression~4! that the relaxation ratege2ph(v,TL ,Te) should decrease near the Ferm
level, and we can determine the parameterb and therefore the electron–phonon intera
tion parameterl^V2&5b(2kBTe)

3/p\ by studying the spectral dependence of the rel
ation ratege2ph(v,TL ,Te).

As already mentioned above, the spectral dependence of the relaxation
ge2ph(v,TL ,Te) can be investigated by femtosecond PSCP spectroscopy.7–10 The use of
a supercontinuum probe~in the spectral range 1.6–3.2 eV! made it possible to investigat
the spectral dependencege2ph(\v) in metal films ~Au, Cu! and in high-temperature
superconductor films~YBa2Cu3O72d). The spectral dependence of the relaxation r
ge2ph(\v) with a substantial decrease near the Fermi level was observed. This m
possible to determine the position of the Fermi levelEF , i.e., interband transitions from
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a low-lying valence band into the region of the Fermi level, which lies in the conduc
band, were determined:EF52.15 eV for a Cu film, 2.45 eV for a Au film, and 2.09 e
for a YBa2Cu3O72d film. We approximated the spectral dependencege2ph(\v)
by the function~4!, and we obtained the following values for the parameterb: bCu

545 ps21
•eV22, bAu515 ps21

• eV22, andbYBaCuO5290 ps21
•eV22. We note the in-

teresting fact thatb is much greater for YBa2Cu3O72d than for copper and gold.

Now, on the basis of these experimental values, we shall find the electron–ph
interaction parameterl^V2&5(2kBTe)

3/p\. We shall estimate the maximum temper
ture Te of the electronic subsystem~assuming that the energy of the excitation pulse
introduced entirely into the electronic subsystem! asTe5(12R)Epu /Ce , whereR is the
reflection coefficient,Epu is the energy density of the excitation pulse, andCe is the
electronic specific heat. Under the conditions of the experiment of Ref. 10,kBTe,Cu

;0.08 eV andkBTe,Au;0.1 eV, which makes it possible to determine the electro
phonon interaction parameter asl^V2&Cu;35 meV2 and l^V2&Au;28 meV2. We note
that these values are in good agreement with the values of these parameters determ
previous work from the rate of change of the electron temperature.6 For a YBa2Cu3O72d

film the temperature of the electronic subsystem under the conditions of the exper
of Ref. 10 is kBTe;0.26 eV and the electron–phonon interaction parameterl^V2&
;840 meV2. We note that this value is different from the valuel^V2&;500 meV2

obtained previously from the rate of change of the electron temperature.6 A theoretical
estimate11 of the electron–phonon interaction parameter givesl^V2&;2200 meV2. As
noted previously, the spectral dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation rate
glected when the parameterl^V2& is determined from the rate of change of the electr
temperature.

In closing, we note that the application of femtosecond PSCP laser spectro
makes it possible to determine directly the electron–phonon interaction parameter
the spectral dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation rate. We note that a su
tinuum probe makes it possible to determine the position of the Fermi level accordi
the decrease in the relaxation rate and to determine the possible deviations of the s
dependence from the theoretically predicted dependence.

We thank B. F. Gantmakher for a helpful discussion. This work was supporte
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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Quasiclassical description of electronic supershells
in simple metal clusters

G. V. Shpatakovskaya
Institute of Mathematical Modeling, Russian Academy of Sciences, 125047 Moscow,
Russia

~Submitted 11 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 333–337~10 September 1999!

A quasiclassical method for calculating shell effects, which has been
used previously in atomic and plasma physics, is used to describe elec-
tronic supershells in metal clusters. An analytical expression is ob-
tained, in the spherical jellium model, for the oscillating part of the
binding energy of electrons of a cluster as a sum of contributions from
supershells with quantum numbers 2nr1 l , 3nr1 l , 4nr1 l ,... This ex-
pression is written in terms of the classical characteristics of the motion
of an electron with the Fermi energy in a self-consistent potential. The
conditions under which a new supershell appears and the relative con-
tribution of this shell are investigated as a function of the cluster size
and form of the potential. Specific calculations are performed for a
‘‘square well’’ of finite depth. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00417-X#

PACS numbers: 36.40.Cg, 71.18.1y, 61.46.1w

1. The electronic structure of atomic clusters has been intensively studied ex
mentally and theoretically in the last few years~see, for example, the reviews in Refs.
and 2!. One characteristic feature of the experimental mass spectra of clusters~the de-
pendence of the number ofN-atom clusters onN! is the existence of ‘‘magic’’ numbers
Clusters with these numbers of atoms are much more abundant than clusters w
adjacent numbers of atoms. AsN increases, this effect diminishes in amplitude, th
increases once again, and so on, i.e., oscillations with beats occur. It is known tha
effects arise when two or more oscillations are summed. The objective of the pr
work is to analyze these oscillations in clusters on the basis of a quasiclassical calcu
of the shell part of the electron binding energy.

N-atom clusters have been described theoretically, for example, in Ref. 3, o
basis of self-consistent calculations by the density functional method in the je
model. One result of these works was that the two types of periodicity described abo
the N dependence of the oscillatory partdEsh of the energy of the electrons in a clust
was obtained: Oscillations with a short period are accompanied by beats whose pe
an order of magnitude larger. Similar results have been obtained in Ref. 4 usin
phenomenological Woods–Saxon potential and in calculations in Ref. 5 for various
als with nearly self-consistent potentials.
3340021-3640/99/70(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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For small clusters, the interpretation of the numerical calculations presents no
culties: The nonmonotonic dependence of the energy of an electron shell of a clus
the number of electrons is due to the fact that clusters with completely filledl shells are
more stable. However, this law breaks down forN.100.

Calculations~see, for example, Ref. 5! show that the energy levels«(nr ,l ) of
electrons in a cluster are grouped in supershells:«(nr ,l ).«(nr11,l 2K) with
pseudoquantum numbersKnr1 l , wherenr andl are radial and orbital quantum number
K52,3,4, . . . . ForK52 the pseudoquantum number is the same as a principal qua
number and characterizes the arrangement of the single-electron levels in small c
with N,100. As N increases, supershells withK53, followed by K54, and so on
appear. By analogy with the theory of Ref. 6 of such effects for a spherical cavity
infinite walls the characteristic oscillationsdEsh with beats can be attributed to interfe
ence of these supershells.7,8 It is of interest to investigate analytically the origin o
supershells and the mechanisms leading to their appearance for a potential of ar
form.

In the present letter it is shown that this problem can be solved by a classical m
for distinguishing shell effects, previously used successfully in atomic9,10 and plasma11,12

physics, on the basis of the Thomas–Fermi~TF! model. This model is valid if the
quasiclassicity parameter, which for clusters is proportional toN21/3, is small. Although
the TF method itself and its conventional variants with quantum and exchange co
tions ~for application to clusters, see Refs. 13 and 14! give only the average dependenc
of all quantities on the number of particles, a refinement of this model makes it pos
to take the shell structure of the electronic spectrum of electron–ion systems into ac
in the quasiclassical approximation. This refinement is based on the use of the B
Sommerfeld quantization conditions and on the possibility of performing the sum
the quantum numbers analytically, provided that the quasiclassicity parameter is s

2. The exposition below is based on the expression derived in Ref. 9 for the co
tion to the Thomas–Fermi binding energy of electrons in terms of the correctiondn(r ) to
the electron density which because of other effects~exchange, quantum, and so on! goes
beyond the TF model:

dE5E
2`

m

dm8E drdn~r ,m8!. ~1!

Herem is the chemical potential in the TF model, the integration overr extends over the
entire volume occupied by the system, and the correctiondn(r ,m8) to the electronic
density of states is assumed to be small and is calculated on the basis of the TF po

We are interested in the contribution of the shell correctiondnsh(r ,m8) to the elec-
tronic density of states or to the number of states

dNsh~m!5E drdnsh~r ,m!5N~m!2NTF~m!, ~2!

where for a cluster with filledl shells

N~m!52(
nr ,l

~2l 11!u~m2«nr ,l !, ~3!
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and the energy levels«nr ,l are determined from the quantization condition

S« l5E drp« l~r !5pS nr1
1

2D . ~4!

Here S« l[S«l
and p« l(r )5A2(«2U(r ))2( l 11/2)2/r 2[Ap«

2(r )2l2/r 2[p«l are, re-
spectively, the classical radial action and momentum of an electron with energy« and
orbital angular momentuml, and the region of integration in the action integral
bounded by the turning points. Simple calculations using the Poisson formula to re
the sum over quantum numbersnr andl by integrals and switching from integration ove
nr to integration over energy« make it possible to rewrite expression~3! as

N~m!5
2

p (
k,s52`

`
~21!k1s

k E
0

lm
dll sin ~2pknml! cos~2psl!. ~5!

Here n«l5S«l /p, and l« determines the limit of the phase region of the classica
allowed motion of an electron with energy«: n«l«50. In expression~5! the term with
k5s50 corresponds to the TF model and, correspondingly, the sum~5! without this
term, according to Eq.~2!, determines the desired quantitydNsh(m).

We note that even though the use of the TF potential is a more consistent proc
in the quasiclassical approximation, the relations~1!–~5! can be used to distinguish she
effects in any potential, simulating a self-consistent one, assuming that the normali
conditions hold for the term withk5s50 in Eq. ~5!.

3. The pointsl̄ of stationary phase make the main contribution to the integral of
oscillatory function in Eq.~5!. These points are determined from the relation

2
]nml

]l
u l̄5

s

k
, 0<l<lm . ~6!

The functionnmldecreases monotonically, and for all potentialsU(r ) that are finite at the
origin the slope of the corresponding curve atl50 is the same,

2
]nml

]l
u052

1

2
,

and the maximum value of the derivative obtains atl5lm . This quantity

]nml

]l
ulm

[2nm8

depends strongly on the form of the potential. For an oscillatornm8 51/2, for a ‘‘square-
well’’ nm8 50, and for the Woods–Saxon potential the value ofnm8 varies with increasing
N, vanishing in the limit of a very large number of atoms.

On this basis it follows that the relation~6! distinguishes in the sum overk the
leading terms
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k5~21 j !s, 2
]nml

]l
u l̄ j

5
1

21 j
, ~7!

j 50,1, . . .j max, j max5F 1

nm8
22G .

The terms withk52s must be studied separately, since in this case the point of statio
phase is also the lower limit of integration. As a result, taking the terms$k50, sÞ0%
into account, we obtain

dNsh5(
s51

`
~21!s

~ps!2 H cos~2ps2nm0!

dm
(0)

2lmS 2nm8 1
1

0.52nm8
D cos~2pslm!

2(
j 51

j max 4As• j •~21! j •s

~dm
( j )!3/2~21 j !5/2

cos F2ps~~21 j !nml̄ j
1l̄ j !2

p

4 G J . ~8!

Here

dm
( j )[

]2nml

]l2
u l̄ j

.

Substituting expression~8! into Eq. ~1! and separating the terms which are of leadi
order in the quasiclassicity parameter using integration by parts gives a formula fo
shell correction to the binding energy of electrons in a cluster in the quasiclas
approximation:

dEsh5
1

2 (
s51

`
~21!s

~ps!3 H sin ~2ps2nm0!

dm
(0)~]2nm0 /]m!

2
lm~2nm8 1~1/0.52nm8 !! sin ~2pslm!

~]lm /]m!

2(
j 51

j max 4As• j •~21! j •s

~dm
( j )!3/2~21 j !5/2

sin @2ps~~21 j !nml̄ j
1l̄ j !2p/4#

]~~21 j !nml̄ j
1l̄ j !/]m J . ~9!

The terms in the sum overj in expression~9! are contributions from a set of levels —
supershells, for which the corresponding combination of orbital and radial quantum
bers is quantized:nj5(21 j )nr1 l , and the quantization at the Fermi energy is subst
tial. The proposed approach makes it possible to determine for any potential the p
and amplitude of oscillations associated with each supershell and to estimate their r
role in the appearance of beats. The results of such an analysis for a ‘‘square-
potential

U~r !5 H 22«F ,r<R
0,r .R , m52«F ,

are displayed in Fig. 1. We note that the total sum overj in Eq. ~9! for N.100 agrees
very well with the results of an exact calculation.5 It is evident from the figure that the
first period of the beats (N1/3<7) is determined by terms withj 50,1,2. The term with
j 53 must be taken into account to produce the second period (N1/3<13). Adding a term
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with j 54 is sufficient to describe the behavior ofdEsh in the entire range under study
This means that the actual value ofj max is less than that determined from Eq.~7! and
corresponds to actually filled states, for which

nml̄ j
>

1

2
.

According to the theory developed in Ref. 6 for a spherical cavity, supershells
K52,3,4 (j 50,1,2) correspond to classical ‘‘billiard ball’’ electron trajectories: a line
trajectory passing through the pointr 50, ‘‘triangular,’’ and ‘‘square.’’ The supershells
with K55 and 6 obtained in our calculations are related with regular pentagons
hexagons.8

1W. A. de Heer and Rev, Rev. Mod. Phys.65, 612 ~1993!.
2M. Brack, Rev. Mod. Phys.65, 677 ~1993!.
3O. Genzken and M. Brack, Phys. Rev. Lett.67, 3286~1991!.
4H. Nishioka, K. Hansen, and B. R. Mottelson, Phys. Rev. B42, 9377~1990!.
5K. Clemenger, Phys. Rev. B44, 12991~1991!.
6R. Balian and C. Bloch, Ann. Phys.69, 76 ~1971!.

FIG. 1. a — Shell partdEsh of the electron binding energy as a function of the numberN of atoms in a cluster
according to Eq.~9!. b–e — Analysis of the contributions of various supershells. The unit of measureme
the Fermi energy«F .
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Submillimeter-wave Josephson spectroscopy
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~Submitted 6 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 338–343~10 September 1999!

A Josephson high-temperature superconducting~HTSC! submillimeter-
wave spectrometer is designed, built, and experimentally investigated.
The integrated detection structure of the spectrometer includes a YBCO
Josephson junction on a bicrystalline boundary, a double-slot or log-
periodic antenna, and a low-inductance resistive shunt. The selective
detector response and the response at an intermediate frequency of 1.4
GHz are measured under the action of a signal in the frequency range
350–1250 GHz. Three methods of spectroscopy are investigated using
this setup: 1! a method of Hilbert spectroscopy with processing of the
detector response is implemented; 2! it is found that for a wide Joseph-
son line at intermediate frequency~IF! the response has the same form
as the detector response, making it possible to obtain a spectrum and
the width of the generation line from IF response measurements; 3! for
a narrow Josephson line the IF response corresponds to the regime of
conversion with self-pumping. A new method is proposed for calculat-
ing the emission spectrum. The method consists of simple shift, sum-
mation, and subtraction operations. The advantages of the method are
simplicity, high sensitivity, and high resolution. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00517-4#

PACS numbers: 07.57.Pt, 85.25.Cp

Millimeter and submillimeter wave spectrometers based on high-temperature s
conducting~HTSC! Josephson junctions can operate in the temperature range 4–
3400021-3640/99/70(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Josephson mixers can have a noise temperature two to three times lower than
spectrometers using Schottky diodes.1,2 The method of Hilbert spectroscopy,3 employed
for processing the selective detector response of a Josephson junction, has been
used to the present day. Another possible method of spectroscopy with a Jose
junction could be to employ a mixer mode with an external pump or with self-pump

In the mixer with self-pumping, the input signal at frequencyf s is mixed with the
characteristic Josephson oscillations. If the input signal is monochromatic, then th
ewidth of the converted signal at the intermediate frequency~IF! will correspond to the
Josephson line widthD f J , which is a natural measure of the spectral resolution of s
a spectrometer. Shunting of the junction with a low-inductance resistive shunt ca
used to improve the resolution of such a spectral instrument. According to theor
estimates, the minimal two-band noise temperature of a Josephson mixer
self-pumping1,2 corresponds to the physical temperatureT for f ,0.2f c and decreases a
8( f / f c)

2 as the frequency increases abovef c . A low-inductance shunt improves th
noise temperature of the mixer with an external heterodyne and the resolution of a
with self-pumping.

The integrated detecting structure included a YBaCuO Josephson junction, fo
by a bicrystalline MgO or sapphire substrate, and a gold complementary log-period
double-slot antenna. An 80–100 nm thick YBaCuO film was deposited by laser abla
Two-micron wide junctions at 4.2 K possessed a 10V normal resistance and a 300mA
critical current. The current–voltage characteristics~IVCs! of the experimental junctions
possessed a low excess-current fraction, a Fraunhofer dependence of the critical
on the magnetic field, and oscillatory dependences of the Shapiro steps and c
current on the microwave power. Either integrated shunts, deposited on one sub
with a junction, or loops consisting of 5 mm in diameter and 50mm thick gold wire,
welded by ultrasonic welding to the contact pads, were used for the shunting junc
Such shunts had a resistance of less than 0.1V at 4.2 K and did not shunt substantial
at the intermediate frequency 1.4 GHz.

The substrate with the detecting structure was placed on a flat surface of an elo
hyperhemispherical MgO lens, placed on the cold plate of a helium cryostat wit
optical window. Backward-wave tubes~BWTs! for the ranges 350–650 and 880–12
GHz were used as signal sources. Radiation from cold~77 K! and warm~300 K! loads
was used as the source of the wide-band signal. A polyethylene beam splitter was u
mix the wide-band signal with the BWT radiation. Black polyethylene and Fluorog
filters were used to eliminate any influence of IR overheating of the sample at the
and 4 K steps. The IF signal was fed through a matching circuit to an amplifier, cool
4.2 K, with a cold circulator at the entrance.

The curves of the selective detector response and IF signal under the act
external radiation at frequencies up to 1250 GHz were measured~Fig. 1!. It was found
that the curves of the IF signal, just as the detector response, can be used to determ
width of the generation line and the frequency of the perturbing signal~Fig. 1b!, since the
maxima and minima of the detector response and the IF response coincide if the wi
the Josephson line is greater than the intermediate frequency. The calculation
signal spectrum from the modified detector response by the Hilbert transform meth
known as Hilbert spectroscopy,3 and the proposed IF response method can be regarde
a modification of the Hilbert method, making it possible to simplify the measurem
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technique and to improve the sensitivity and frequency resolution. At 1000 GHz
temperature 4.2 K the generation linewidth was 34 GHz for a 20V junction, 28 GHz for
a 4V junction, and 4.5 GHz for a junction with a 0.7V resistive shunt. These values a
six to eight times greater than the simple estimates from calculations based on the
tive model of a Josephson junction with thermal shunts as the main source of fluctu
D f @MHz#540(Rd

2/Rn)T@K# ~see Refs. 1 and 2!.

A reconstructed spectrum, obtained by the Hilbert transform method from the
tector response, with irradiation at 0.5 THz is presented in Fig. 2. The rf response c
measured for a wide intrinsic generation band (D f J. f IF) have maxima and minima a
the same values of the bias voltage as the detector response. For this case, the v
the generation linewidth and the signal frequency can be obtained just as in the ca
synchronous detector. If the IF is greater than the Josephson linewidth,D f IF. f J , the
positions of the maxima of the IF signal correspond to the sum and difference o
voltages at the signal frequencyVs5 f sF0 and at the IFVIF5 f IFF0. Such a conversion
regime has been investigated in detail in Ref. 4. This case can be easily modeled n
cally using analytical relations. Figure 3 shows the computed dependences of the

FIG. 1. a! Noise ~Np,Na! and IVC ~I!, measured under the action of 0.5 THz irradiation~Np! and without
irradiation~Na!. b! Selective detector responseR and noiseDN, the latter after subtracting out the autonomo
noise and extracting a square root. The generation linewidth is greater than the IF.

FIG. 2. Spectrum obtained from the detector response using a Hilbert transform.
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version gain on the bias voltage for different values of the Q. Qualitatively, these de
dences correspond to the measured values in Fig. 1.

We propose a simple numerical processing method to extract a spectrum from
dependences. The method includes subtraction of the autonomous valueNa(v) of the
noise without the signal from the valuesNp(v) obtained by feeding the signal, for th
same values of the constant bias~see Fig. 4!,

Ne~v !5Np~v !2Na~v !. ~1!

Next, these dependences are shifted with respect to bias voltage by1v i f and 2v i f ,
wherev i f 5 f ivF0,

Ne~v1v i f ! and Ne~v2v i f !. ~2!

The sum and differences of these dependences are obtained:

Ns~v !5Ne~v1v i f !1Ne~v2v i f !, ~3!

FIG. 3. a! Calculation of the conversion gainG near a Shapiro step. The maximum near the voltage s
(V50) corresponds the maximum ofRd , while the maxima located farther away correspond to a shift by
intermediate-frequency voltageuV2Vf u5VIF50.1V0. b! Sum of Np and differenceNn of the shifted depen-
dences and the reconstructed spectrumNq.

FIG. 4. Experimental curve of the output IF signal~squares! and the reconstructed spectrum~circles!.
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Nd~v !5Ne~v1v i f !2Ne~v2v i f !. ~4!

The desired spectrum is obtained from the last two functions as

S~v !5Ns~v !2uNd~v !u. ~5!

Examples of such a calculation are presented in Fig. 3 for a model theoretical curv
in Fig. 4 for an experimental dependence.

The positions of the maxima of the detector response can be obtained from
analytical expression for the IVC of a Josephson junction near Shapiro steps i
presence of thermal noise of a normal resistanceR0. The blurring of the steps is charac
terized by the dimensionless parameter

g52ekT/\I st , ~6!

whereI st is the half-width of a step in the absence of noise. Exact analytical calcula
are quite laborious, but simplified relations can be derived for practical estimates:

DV>1.92R0A2ekTIst /h for g<1, ~7a!

DV>4A3kTR0 /h for g>1, ~7b!

DV52 f i f h/2e for I st>0. ~7c!

It is evident from these relations that when the Josephson linewidth is greater tha
intermediate frequency, the positions of the maxima of the detector response and
response are the same. For the opposite case, the position of the detector respo
mains near the maximum ofRd , and the maxima of the IF response lie in the region
the side bands of the self-pumped mixer, i.e., at the voltagesVmax5( f J6 f i f )F0. The
sensitivity of these methods is determined, to a first approximation, by the sensitiv
the amplifiers. For a low-frequency detector response, the sensitivity is limited by
with a 1/f spectrum and the amplifier noise can be estimated asVN55 nV/Hz1/2. The
noise temperature of the cooled amplifier at the IF can be less than 10 K. With a 0–
conversion gain of the self-pumped mixer and a measured noise temperature of the
of TN'1000 K, and taking the sensitivity of the detector to beh5106 V/W,5 the spectral
density of the noise for detector and mixer spectrometers can be estimated as

Sdet5VN /h5531029/10655310215 W/Hz1/2, ~8!

Sspm5k•TN51.43102233100051.4310220 W/Hz1/2. ~9!

The frequency resolution of both methods corresponds to the Josephson linewidth,
can be greatly improved by using a low-inductance shunt. Such shunting somethin
not change the IF response much, but it will greatly decrease the selective detector
this indicates that the rf response method is preferable for improving the resolutio
sensitivity of the spectrometer. Another advantage of the rf method is its insensitiv
the step size, making it possible to increase substantially the dynamic range o
apparatus.

In summary, a submillimeter-range HTSC Josephson spectrometer has been
oped, built, and experimentally investigated. A new method of spectroscopy based
self-pumped mixer mode was proposed and a method for extracting the spectrum
experimental signal from the measured rf response was proposed. The spectr
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method proposed using a Josephson self-pumped mixer at a high intermediate freq
makes it possible to improve substantially the sensitivity, spectral resolution, and
namic range of the Josephson spectrometer.

We thank the Russian Science and Technology Program ‘‘Current Direction
Condensed-Matter Physics,’’ the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, the M
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Low-frequency lattice dynamics in Ba 12xKxBiO3 oxides
according to 39K NMR data
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Institute of Metal Physics, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 620219
Ekaterinburg, Russia
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A. P. Rusakov
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~Submitted 13 July 1999!
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The spin–lattice relaxation timesT1 in Ba12xKxBiO3 (x50.3, 0.4,
0.5) were measured in the normal temperature range~20–300 K!. A
substantial contribution to the spin–lattice relaxation rate from dynamic
local distortions of the crystal lattice near potassium atoms is found.
The activation energy of this process increases with decreasing potas-
sium concentration, and the frequency of lattice excitations decreases.
The nature of the low-frequency lattice dynamics is discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00617-9#

PACS numbers: 76.60.Es, 63.20.Kr, 74.25.Kc

The cubic perovskite Ba12xKxBiO3 exhibits the highest superconducting transiti
temperature (TC;28 K, x;0.4) among oxides without copper.1,2 A characteristic feature
of this system is the absence of local magnetic moments and metal–oxygen planes,
largely determine the high superconducting transition temperaturesTC in copper oxides.

Indeed, it has been shown in a number of works3,4 that the observed values ofTC

can be explained on the basis of the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer~BCS! theory in the
strong-coupling approximation. However, in Refs. 3 and 4 the electron–phonon cou
constant was obtained using data from band calculations,5 where the calculation is base
on an ideal crystal lattice. Estimates of the electronic density of states from the sp
heat were used as a criterion of correctness of the approximation employed. The va
of these data is very large.6,7 An experimental work on the optical spectroscopy of th
system appeared very recently.8 The electron–phonon interaction constant in the norm
temperature range was found to be much smaller~l50.2! than previously thought, which
makes it impossible to the strong-coupling approximation to calculateTC .

Data showing that the real structure of the system under study is substantiall
ferent from the ideal structure have recently appeared. In Ref. 9 the comp
3460021-3640/99/70(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 was investigated by EXAFS, a method sensitive to local lattice distorti
It was shown that in this compound a finite number of BiO6 octahedra undergo anha
monic vibrations with frequencies much lower than the phonon frequencies.

Nuclear magnetic resonance is the most informative method for studying local
and dynamic structural distortions in solids. In a previous work10 we showed, specifically
that the spin lattice relaxation rate of137Ba in BaPbxBi12xO3 at temperatures below 10
K shows exponential behavior, which was attributed to the thermal activation of the
motion of groups of BiO6 octahedra, whose activation energy increases as the sem
ductor composition is approached.

In the present letter we discuss the behavior of the spin–lattice relaxation ra
39K in Ba12xKxBiO3 in the normal temperature range.39K is an extremely convenien
nucleus for use in NMR. Possessing spinI 53/2, it is sensitive to local disturbances of th
charge distribution in the lattice. At the same time, the small quadrupole moment im
the existence of a narrow NMR line, as a result of which the relaxation times ca
measured simply and reliably.

The 39K NMR spectra of a series of Ba12xKxBiO3 samples were recorded in th
temperature range 20–300 K on a pulsed NMR spectrometer with quadratic sign
tection, using ap/22t2p 2 echo pulse sequence, followed by Fourier transformation
half of the echo. The spin–lattice relaxation timeT1 was measured using a saturatin
sequence.

The room-temperature39K NMR spectra in Ba12xKxBiO3 are displayed in Fig. 1.
The spectrum consists of a single narrow line whose width at half-height is 3 kHz.
linewidth does not depend on the potassium concentration and increases very littl
decreasing temperature. The line shift~position of the maximum! is zero and is indepen
dent of concentration and temperature.

The small line width at half-height for compositions withx50.4 and 0.5 and for the
composition withx50.3 atT.170 K as well as the absence of quadrupole satellites
be explained by the cubic symmetry of the environment around potassium for
compositions and temperatures according to the phase diagram.11 The concentration and
temperature independence of the39K NMR line position can be understood by assumi

FIG. 1. 39K NMR spectra of the oxide Ba12xKxBiO3 studied atT5295 K: a! x50.5; b! x50.4; c! x50.3.
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thes electrons of potassium do not participate in the formation of the conduction ban
agreement with band calculations, at least for the Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 sample. However, it is
known that the conductivity of the system Ba12xKxBiO3 depends strongly on the pota
sium concentration: forx.0.4 the conductivity is metallic, while forx50.3 it corre-
sponds to semiconductor behavior of the electric resistance. Thus, the shift was ex
to depend on the concentration. At the same time, as follows from the phase diag11

for the sample withx50.3 a structural transition occurs atT5170 K from the cubic~high
temperatures! into the orthorhombic phase. In this case, estimates show that two
tional satellite lines, which correspond to a quadrupole frequencyvQ50.220.3 MHz,
and additional quadrupole broadening of the central transition line should appear
39K NMR spectrum in the orthorhombic phase. This is not observed experimental
can be inferred that either the error in determining the temperature of the stru
transition for this composition in constructing the phase diagram is large or the qu
pole interaction is averaged by fast local motion with frequencies higher than the
acteristic NMR frequencies.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation ratT1
21

for the three samples investigated. The dependences obtained are nonmonotonic
characteristic peak in the behavior of this quantity can be extracted for each curve
amplitude of the peak increases substantially asx decreases. The temperature correspo
ing to the peak also increases. The similar anomaly in the behavior of the spin–l
relaxation rate could be due to either structural changes in the sample or motion
nucleus itself or the atoms in the nearest-neighbor environment. Since for compos
with x50.5 andx50.4, according to the phase diagram, the structure is cubic and
not change in the entire temperature range, it must be inferred that the observed
mum is due to the local motion of atoms in the lattice. We shall express the relax
rate in the form of two basic contributions:

T1
215T1e

211T1Q
21 . ~1!

HereT1e
21 is the contribution due to the interaction of nuclear spins with the conduc

electrons~Korringa contribution! andT1Q
21 is the contribution due to the interaction of th

quadrupole moment of potassium with the electric field gradient~EFG!, modulated by
motion in the lattice.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation rate of39K in Ba12xKxBiO3 . d — x50.3;
s — x50.4; j — x50.5.
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For potassium, which has only ans electron in the outer shell, the Korringa contr
bution is proportional to the squared density ofs states:

T1e
2152hg2kBHs

2Ns
2~EF!T, ~2!

whereh is Planck’s constant,kB is Boltzman’s constant,Hs is the hyperfine field induced
at a potassium atom by the conduction-band electrons,Ns(EF) is the electronic density o
states at the Fermi level, andT is the temperature. This contribution can be extracted
least, for the composition Ba0.5K0.5BiO3, which according to the phase diagram is clo
to a metal. Indeed, as one can see from Fig. 2, the Korringa contribution to the
lattice relaxation rate will predominate for this sample in the temperature rangesT,20 K
andT.100 K. Taking a reasonable value for the hyperfine field,Hs55.83105 Oe,12 we
estimate from Eq.~2! the electronic density of states at the Fermi level asNs

2(EF)
;0.2 eV21. This value is at least an order of magnitude lower than the reasonable v
of the density of states for this compound. This confirms the results of band calculat5

whence follows that the contribution of thes electrons of potassium to the total electron
density of states is close to zero. The smallness of this value and the fact th
relaxation rates for all experimental samples atT520 K are essentially the same, su
gests that the Korringa contribution is the same for all the samples investigated, and
be subtracted from the experimental data.

Figure 3 shows the result of subtracting out the electronic contribution to the r
ation rate. It is evident that the maximum in the temperature dependence of the rela
rate shifts into the high-temperature range as the potassium concentrationx decreases,
and at the same time the amplitude of the change in this quantity increases substa
Let us assume that fluctuations of the electric field gradient at the location of the nu
— probe~potassium! give rise to relaxation. We introduce the characteristic correla
time tc or the lifetime of a single lattice excitation. In its simplest form the expression
the relaxation rate of the quadrupole moment can be obtained by assuming an ex
tially decaying correlation function of the lattice vibrationsG(q)(t)5G(q)(0)exp(2t/tc).
Then, in the limit of rapid motion, fortc

21@v0, wherev0 is the resonance frequency, w
can write13

T1Q
21512nQ

2 tc . ~3!

FIG. 3. The contribution due to motion in the lattice to the39K spin–lattice relaxation rateT1Q
21 in Ba12xKxBiO3

versus the reciprocal temperature:d — x50.3; s — x50.4; j — x50.5.
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HerenQ53e2qQ/h2I (2I 11) is the quadrupole frequency,eq is the principal value
of the EFG tensor,eQ is the quadrupole moment of the nucleus, andI is the spin nucleus.

We shall also assume an Arrhenius dependence of the correlation time on the
perature and the activation energy of lattice vibrations

tc5t0 exp~EA /kT!. ~4!

On the basis of the relations~3! and~4!, the logarithm of the spin–lattice relaxation ra
should be a linear function of the reciprocal of the temperature at high tempera
Indeed, the plot presented in Fig. 3 confirms the correctness of the assumption~4! and
makes it possible to estimate the activation energy of the lattice vibrations. This da
presented in Table I in temperature units.

Several types of motion, which could give rise to a similar modulation of the E
are possible in the crystal lattice of the system under study:

— motion of potassium atoms along the potassium~barium! sublattice;

— local motion in the oxygen sublattice, oxygen being the nearest-neighbo
potassium;

— dynamic local structural distortions of the type collective rotations of BiO6 oc-
tahedra; and,

— motion of oxygen holes between nonequivalent BiO6 octahedra with a differen
valence of bismuth.

Motion of potassium atoms appears to us to be least likely, since the potass
oxygen bond is essentially ionic and quite rigid: None of the methods confirms potas
motion in this system~especially the existence of a potassium sublattice!. The motion of
oxygen atoms with characteristic frequencies comparable to NMR frequencies w
give rise to narrowing of the17O NMR line and undoubtedly would lead to the appe
ance of an additional contribution to the17O relaxation rate, similar to that observed
the present work. However, this is not observed, at least for the compos
Ba0.6K0.4BiO3.14

The motion of oxygen holes would influence primarily the interaction of the nuc
angular momentum with the conduction electrons. As we have already discusse
contribution to the spin–lattice relaxation rate is quite small.

TABLE I.

Compound Lattice type Lattice TC , K EA , K
– (T5295 K! parameter, Å – –

Ba0.7K0.3BiO3 Cubic a54.300~4! – 1400
(Pm3m)

Ba0.6K0.4BiO3 Cubic a54.283~4! 29 580
(Pm3m)

Ba0.5K0.5BiO3 Cubic a54.270~4! – 140
(Pm3m)
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Thus, we consider the moist likely choice to be modulation of the EFG at
potassium positions as a result of dynamic structural distortions of the lattice of the
collective rotations of groups of octahedra. Such distortions can give rise to incom
surate structural modulation with characteristic lengthsd,100 Å , which is assumed in
Ref. 11. Indeed, analysis of the four nearest coordination spheres of the bis
environment15 established the presence of local disorder in the form of rotation of
drogen octahedra by an angle of;425° around the pseudocubic axes@110# and @111#.
Such rotations could give rise to a fluctuating component of the EFGe2qQ/h;0.1 MHz,
which is entirely sufficient for such behavior of the relaxation rate. This conjecture is
supported by analysis of the pair radial distribution function in neutron diffrac
experiments,16 indicating the dynamic character of the lattice distortions.

The most suitable microscopic model of such dynamic distortions has been pro
in Ref. 9. These are collective anharmonic rotations of nonequivalent BiO6 octahedra,
leading to vibrations of oxygen atoms in a double-well potential. In addition, the di
ence of the energies of the potential wells in model calculations~250 K! is comparable to
the activation energies obtained~Table I!.

In conclusion, we briefly summarize the results of this letter.

1. The nonmonotonic behavior of the spin–lattice relaxation rate of39K in
Ba12xKxBiO3 as a function of temperature attests to the existence of local dyn
distortions of the lattice. Low-frequency collective rotations of oxygen octahedra ar
most likely type of distortion. The characteristic frequency of these rotations decr
with the potassium concentration in this system.

2. The activation energyEA of this local motion increases with decreasing potassi
concentration in the system investigated.

3. The density of electronics states of potassium at the Fermi level is at least
order of magnitude less than the value obtained from the electronic coefficient i
specific heat. This confirms the results of band calculations.

This work was performed as part of the State Program of the Russian Fun
Fundamental Research in Condensed-Matter Physics~Project No. 99-02-16974!.
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Magnetoresistance of lightly doped TmBa 2Cu3Ox
crystals. Reorientation of the antiferromagnetic
structure in a magnetic field

E. B. Amitin,* ) A. G. Ba kalov, A. G. Blinov, L. A. Boyarski ,
V. Ya. Dikovski , K. R. Zhdanov, M. Yu. Kameneva, L. P. Kozeeva,
and A. P. Shelkovnikov
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science
Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 15 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 350–355~10 September 1999!

The magnetoresistance of lightly doped TmBa2Cu3Ox single crystals is
investigated in the temperature range 4.2–300 K for magnetic fields up
to 12 T. For the antiferromagnetic sample (x56.3), when the current
and field lie in theab plane, the magnetoresistance is the sum of an
anisotropic and a background component. The existence of the aniso-
tropic component is attributed to the restructuring of the antiferromag-
netic domain structure in a magnetic field. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00717-3#

PACS numbers: 72.20.My, 75.50.Ee, 75.60.Ch, 74.72.Jt, 74.25.Ha

The radical change in the properties of RBa2Cu3Ox compounds from a norma
antiferromagnetic metal to a superconductor in a narrow range of oxygen concentr
6.35,x,6.4 is still one of the most intriguing characteristics of lightly doped cupr
systems. It is known from neutron diffraction analysis1,2 that YBa2Cu3Ox in the antifer-
romagnetic phase possesses a collinear spin structure with spins directed paralle
@100# or @010# axes. Because of the equivalence of these directions in the tetra
phase, the volume of the sample is partitioned into 90-degree antiferromagnetic dom
A recent neutron diffraction study2 of the system YBa2Cu3O6.3 presented proof of the
existence of antiferromagnetic domain structure~ADS! and a rearrangement of this stru
ture in a magnetic field. According to Ref. 2, a magnetic field in theab plane tends to
reorient the spin axes of different domains into a position perpendicular to the field.
result agrees with a theoretical analysis3 predicting a transition of the magnetic structu
of YBCO into a spin-flop phase, if a field higher than a certain value is applied in
directions of the spins. For ordinary antiferromagnetic metals, it is known~see, for
example, Ref. 4! that the restructuring of the ADS strongly affects the transport pro
ties, specifically, the magnetoresistance~MR!. In a recent investigation5 of the MR of
YBaCuO antiferromagnetic single crystals, hysteresis phenomena were observed
temperatures. The results of this work, from our standpoint, could be interpreted o
basis of a spin-flop transition. The present letter is devoted to a study of the effect
reorientation of the magnetic structure on the MR and the resistivity of the sy
TmBa2Cu3O6.3 ~Ref. 6!.
3520021-3640/99/70(5)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Experimental procedure and results

TmBa2Cu3Ox single crystals were grown from a fluxed melt in alundum crucib
Analysis of samples from a given batch showed that their aluminum content doe
exceed 1%.7 A 1.530.230.03 mm~the smallest dimension is along thec axis! single-
crystal wafer with oxygen contentx56.3 served as the object of investigation. Simul
neously with the main sample~No. 1!, samples No. 2 (x56.4, 1.530.230.03 mm! and
No. 3 (x56.3, 0.530.531.0 mm!, cut out from the same batch, were also investigat
The working current lay in theab plane in samples Nos. 1 and 2, and along thec axis in
sample No. 3. Samples Nos. 1 and 3 were annealed together in order to obtain the
oxygen content. The samples were mounted on a turntable in such a way that the
netic field always lay in theab plane for samples Nos. 1 and 2 and in a plane norma
ab for sample No. 3. Fields up to 12 T were produced by an Oxford Instruments s
conducting solenoid. The temperature was measured with a TSU-2 resistance the
eter, calibrated in a magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the resistivity for samples N
and 2. It is evident that the curvesrab(T) for oxygen concentrationsx56.3 and
x56.4 differ radically at low temperatures, where a superconducting trans
(Tc'15 K) occurs in sample No. 2. For sample No. 1, the resistivity increases ra
with decreasing temperature, which could indicate a nonmetallic ground state. The´el
temperature for the oxygen concentrationx56.3 ~samples Nos. 1 and 3! is TN'195 K.
At this temperature a characteristic anomaly of the derivative of thec resistivity is
observed~see inset in Fig. 1!. It is noteworthy that no features near the Ne´el point are
seen in the dependencerab(T) for sample No. 1. This fact was indicated previously
Ref. 7.

The typical field dependences of the MR of No. 1 are shown in Figs. 2a–c. The
are given for two orientations~relative to the current! of the magnetic field:Hi I and
H'I . Before each curve was obtained, the sample was heated to temperature 2
aboveTN , to erase the magnetic past history, since pronounced hysteresis phen
were present. In sample No. 1 the hysteresis was evidently due to the presence o

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of theab resistivity of TmBa2Cu3Ox single crystals:s — sample No. 1
(x56.3); 3 — sample No. 2 (x56.4). Inset: Derivative of the resistance along thec axis of sample No. 3
(x56.3) near the Ne´el point.
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netic ordering, while no hysteresis was observed in the ‘‘nonmagnetic ’’ sample N
For the two chosen directions of the field, the hysteresis differed in sign: The differ
of the curvesr(H) obtained with increasing and decreasing field was negative forH'I
and positive forHi I . These differences were identical in absolute magnitude for th
directions within the limits of experimental accuracy. This observation made it pos
to divide the magnetoresistance into two components: an anisotropic component
iting hysteresis

S Dr

r0
D

a

56
~r~H'!2r~H i!

2r~0!

FIG. 2. Separation of the components of the magnetoresistance: a, b, c — typical field dependences of the MR
in theab plane of a TmBa2Cu3O6.3 single crystal~sample No. 1! at low temperatures. The top and bottom pa
of the hysteresis curves refer to the geometriesH'c and H'I , respectively; d — field dependences of the
background MR at different temperatures; e–h — examples of the field dependences of the anisotrop
ponent of the MR.
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and a hysteresis-free, background component

S Dr

r0
D

b

5
~r~H'!1r~H i!22r~0!!

2r~0!
.

In these expressionsr(H') andr(H i) are the curves obtained with increasing a
decreasing field, whiler(0) is the initial~before application of the magnetic field! resis-
tivity of the sample.

The behavior of the anisotropic component of the MR of sample No. 1 at var
temperatures is displayed in Figs. 2e–g. On the basis of the form of the depend
(Dr/r0)a(H), it can be conjectured that they describe a transition between two s
occurring near a certain threshold fieldHc . On the basis of the neutron data,2 it is natural
to assume that the sample in weak fields (H,Hc) is in a multidomain state, while in
strong fields (H@Hc) the sample is a single-domain state with spin orientation perp
dicular to the field~spin-flop phase!. The quantityHc was found from the extremum o
the derivativesdr/dH on the curver(H), obtained with the first~after erasure of the
magnetic past history! increase of the field. The threshold field determined in this man
had close values for magnetic field directionsHi I andH'I . Figure 3 shows the variation
of Hc with temperature. It is evident that at low temperatures the threshold field decr
according to a law close toHc;T21, while at high temperatures it stabilizes nearHc

;0.7 T. As temperature increases, the character of the hysteresis of the anisotrop
also changes. According to Fig. 2, up to temperature 13 K the hysteresis atH50 remains
approximately constant, equal to 0.260.03%. A regular decrease of the hysteresis co
mences at higher temperatures, possibly because of a partial restoration of ADS. S
behavior is characteristic for the anisotropic MR obtained in fieldsH@Hc , where
(Dr/r0)a tends to saturate. The difference is that in the single-domain regionT
<13 K) (Dr/r0)auH@Hc

'(0.460.03)%, which is two times greater than (Dr/r0)auH50 .

The background component of the MR was negative for the low-temperature re
and positive for the high-temperature region. Its field dependence was close to qua

FIG. 3. Threshold fieldHc versus the temperature, as determined from analysis of the field dependences
irreversible magnetoresistivity. The symbolsD and¹ refer to the data corresponding to the geometriesH'I and
Hi I , respectively. The values ofHc were determined from the extremum of the derivativedr/dH on the curve
obtained with the first increase in the field. Inset: Reciprocal of the threshold field versus the temperatu
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(Dr/r0)b;KH2, in agreement with the results of Ref. 5. The nonmonotonic behavio
the coefficientK as a function of the sign near 55 K qualitatively corresponds to
temperature behavior of the derivative of the resistivity of sample No. 1. Figure 4 c
pares quantitativelyK(T) anddr/dT(T), whence it can be concluded that the variati
of the quantities is similar at low temperatures.

Discussion

In summary, the ab-plane magnetoresistance of a magnetically orde
TmBa2Cu3O6.3 crystal includes background and anisotropic components. The l
seems to reflect the restructuring of the ADS in a magnetic field, specifically, reori
tion of the spin planes of various domains into a single-domain state corresponding
spin-flop phase. In this case the threshold field for spin reorientation is determin
Hc5A2HA•HE, whereHA andHE are the anisotropy and exchange fields, respectiv
In the temperature rangeT!TN of interest to us, the change inHc reflects the tempera
ture behavior of the anisotropy field, which turns out to be close toHa}T22.

The existence of hysteresis in the anisotropic MR indicates complete or p
irreversibility of the restructuring of the ADS. The quantity (Dr/r0)auH50 can serve as a
measure of the irreversibility. A similar change in (Dr/r0)auH50 and (Dr/r0)auH@Hc

with temperature could indicate that they have the same origin. We believe that
quantities characterize the anisotropy of the magnetic part of theab resistance of the
system TmBa2Cu3Ox . The fact that in a single-domain state the anisotropic MR
H50 is half that atH@Hc can be explained by rotation of the spins toward the nea
easy axis~edge of a tetragonal cell! after the field is switched on.

In principle, a change in the resistivity of a sample with restructuring of the A
should include, aside from an anisotropic contribution associated with the reorientat
the spin structure, a contribution due to the vanishing or decrease of scattering b
domain walls. Thus, in Ref. 4, where the reorientation of the antiferromagnetic stru
of europium in a magnetic field was studied, the domain contribution reached 60%
anisotropic irreversible magnetoresistance. It follows from Fig. 2 that the irrever

FIG. 4. Correlation of the background magnetoresistance coefficientK and the derivativedr/dT of the resis-
tivity for sample No. 1 in the temperature range 8–53 K.
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magnetoresistance of TmBaCuO does not contain substantial domain scattering.
opposite case, the positive and negative irreversible contributions could not be sym
for virtually all temperatures in the range of single-domain structure (T<13 K).

The small anisotropic MR~0.2–0.4%! due to the reorientation of the spin structu
in the temperature rangeT,20 K is interesting. For europium in the single-domain st
the similar quantity reached 8%.4 Estimates show that this difference can be explained
the smallness of the spin scattering in TmBaCuO, due to the low spin of the Cu21 ion.
Indeed, the scale of the single-electron spin scattering is determined by the pr
S(S11), whereS is the spin of a magnetic ion. Assuming that the spins of Cu21

(S51/2) ions participate in the scattering, we obtain a contribution due to spin scatt
that is 21 times smaller than in europium, whose spinS57/2, in agreement with experi
ment. In the present letter we do not discuss the effects due to strong electronic c
tion, which are characteristic for cuprate compounds. The question of the influen
these effects on the restructuring of the ADS and electron–spin scattering proc
remains open. An alternative explanation of anisotropic MR could be an influence o
magnetic structure on the carrier spectrum, i.e., a superband splitting effect
TmBaCuO this effect is complicated, since the magnetic periodicity, which is twice
crystal periodicity, occurs along both edges of a tetragonal cell. The anisotropy whic
observe could be the difference between the superband effects for mutually perpen
directions in a CuO2 layer.

The main features of the background component — independence from the
tation of the magnetic field and proportionality to the derivative of the resistance —
not yet been completely explained. As a possible reason for the appearance of an
pic negative magnetoresistance, we are considering a change in the conditions of
localization in a magnetic field.

We thank I. N. Kuropyatnik for assistance in certifying the samples. This wor
supported by the State program ‘‘High-Temperature Superconductivity’’~Grant No. 98-
009!, the program ‘‘Universities of Russia’’~Grant No. 1785!, and the Federal Targe
Program ‘‘Integration’’~Grant No. 274!.
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Observation of a dipole contribution to the magneto-
resonant soft mode in Fe 3BO6
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V. G. Shavrov* )
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Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 356–359~10 September 1999!

A jump in the frequency of the quasiferromagnetic soft mode in
Fe3BO6 at the point of the spontaneous orientational phase transitions
G22G4 is observed experimentally. It is shown theoretically that this
jump can be explained by the contribution of the dipole interaction to
the expression for the quasiferromagnetic soft mode. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00817-8#

PACS numbers: 76.50.1g, 75.30.Kz

At temperaturesT,TN5508K theorthorhombic crystal Fe3BO6 undergoes order-
ing into an antiferromagnetic structure with weak ferromagnetism. Spontaneous re
tation of the ferromagnetismF and antiferromagnetismG vectors in thexz ~ac! plane,
G2(FxGz)↔ G4(GxFz), occurs in this material by a first-order orientational phase tr
sition ~OPT-1! at T5TSR5415 K. In most compounds of this class~for example, in
rare-earth orthoferrites! this same reorientation occurs continuously by two second-o
orientational phase transitions~OPT-2!: G2(FxGz)↔G24(FxzGxz) and G24(FxzGxz)
↔G4(GxFz), i.e., via the canted phaseG24(FxzGxz).

A characteristic feature of the OPT-2 is that the resonance frequencies of the
ferromagnetic soft modes in the phases on the two sides of the transition are the sam
the transition point. By contrast, a characteristic property for OPT-1 is the occurren
a jump in frequency at the transition point, i.e., the appearance of a frequency gap
magnetoresonance spectrum of thes mode. This effect is always observed in the fie
dependences of the resonance frequencies in the simplest magnetically ordered c
for example, at the point of the ‘‘spin-flop’’ transition in two-sublattice easy-a
antiferromagnets1,2 or at metamagnetic transitions.3 However, in complicated multisub
lattice magnets, especially in the presence of several magnetic subsystems consis
ions of different kinds~which happens in rare-earth orthoferrites!, the frequency jump at
the point of the OPT-1 is not at all necessary. In such magnets the situation whe
indicated jump does not occur at the OPT-1 point is not unique. For example, a jum
3580021-3640/99/70(5)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the AFMR frequency is not observed at a Morin-type OPT-1 in DyFeO3 ~Ref. 4!, while
in HoFeO3 ~Ref. 5! it is clearly observed in the process of a complex spontane
reorientationG2→G4. Everything depends on the particular ratio of the anisotropy c
stants, which can make this effect very weak or, conversely, strong. The latter ass
also applies to the compound Fe3BO6, which is isomorphic to rare-earth orthoferrites.

In Ref. 6 it was concluded on the basis of a theory specially developed for Fe3BO6

that in this magnet the frequency jump and gap in the spectrum of the magnetores
soft mode should be absent at the point of the spontaneous reorientationG22G4. These
calculations took into account the dynamics of the spin subsystem only. The conc
that a frequency jump and a gap are absent followed from the corresponding ratio
magnetic anisotropy constants at the OPT-1 point. Such a conclusion is complete
tified in the spin-wave approximation.

To check the results of Ref. 6, in view of the expected smallness of the effec
used a highly sensitive modulation technique7 in which the resonance absorption signa
were recorded by scanning the temperature with the modulated magnetic field held

The experimental temperature dependences of the energy gaps — the min
frequencies of thes mode on the lines of the transitions induced by the magnetic field
are presented in Fig. 1. It is evident that extrapolating them to the point of the sp
neous OPT-1 (H50, T5TSR) from the sides of temperatures above and belowTSR

gives nonzero and different values of the gaps at this point — with frequencien1

511.861.5 GHz andn2517.561 GHz, respectively. Unfortunately, the accuracy of t
experiment in the limitH→0 does not make it possible to identify these gaps w
specific phases. However, as follows from the theoretical formulas presented belo
the gaps at the point of the spontaneous OPT and from independent experime8–10

determining the Dzyaloshinski� constants in Fe3BO6, the first frequency should corre

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the energy gaps in Fe3BO6 at the points of completion of the field-induce
spin reorientationG242G4 with Hic ~d! and G242G2 with Hia ~s!. Each point in the temperature depe
dences of the gaps corresponds to the following values of the fieldH ~Oe!: a — 1.25, b — 2.5, c — 4, d — 6,
e — 8, f — 10, g — 12, h — 12.5. Inset: Fragment of theH2T phase diagram of Fe3BO6 with Hia and the
structure of the transitionG242G2 occurring with this orientation of the field.
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spond to a gap in theG4 phase and the second frequency to a gap in theG2 phase.

Modern ideas about the mechanisms leading to the formation of energy gaps
points of orientational transitions had to be used to explain the experimental obser
of a large gap and a jump in the frequencies from the sides of the adjoining phases
point of the spontaneous OPT-1, which were unexpected from the standpoint o
theory.6 These ideas are based on taking the dynamic interaction of the spin subs
with other vibrational subsystems of a magnet into account to the fullest e
possible.11

In Ref. 6 and in works cited therein, the effect of the magnetoelastic and d
interactions on the spin-wave spectrum was neglected, although, as is well known11–14

the effect of these interactions on the spin-wave spectrum could become the gov
influence near phase transitions. This assertion holds for OPT-1 and OPT-2.

In Ref. 12, the quasispin-wave spectra of rare-earth orthoferrites near a sponta
OPT-1 were calculated taking into account the dipole and magnetoelastic interactio
this work, expressions for the vibrational frequencies of the spin subsystem wer
tained in the magnetostatic approximation. In Ref. 11 it was noted that the com
Maxwell’s equations, and not the equations of magnetostatics, must be used to ca
the vibrational spectrum of the magnetic subsystem.

In the present work the vibrational spectrum of the spin subsystem was calcu
using the methods developed in Refs. 11 and 12. For generality, we present he
computational results for the frequency of the magnetoresonant quasiferromagnet
modes for spontaneous and for magnetic-field induced OPTs.

The activations of thes mode in the phasesG4 andG2 have, respectively, the form

n01
2 ~g/2p!2@2HE~K112K2!/M01HE~Hme51Hdip1!1H~H1HD1!#, ~1!

n02
2 5~g/2p!2@HEK1 /M01HE~Hme51Hdip2!1H~H1HD2!#. ~2!

HereHE , Hme5 , HD1,2, andHdip1,2 are, respectively, the homogeneous exchange fi
the magnetostriction field, the Dzyaloshinski� field, and the dipole interaction field,K1,2

are the second- and fourth-order effective anisotropy constants~see Refs. 11 and 12!, g is
the gyromagnetic ratio, andM0 is the saturation magnetization of the sublattices. T
fields HD1,2 andHdip1,2 can be expressed as

HD1,25~3d3,122d1,3!/M0 , Hdip1,2516p~d3,1/HE!2/M0 , ~3!

whered1,3 are the antisymmetric exchange constants~Dzyaloshinski� constants!.

Let us compare the theoretically derived formulas~1! and ~2! for the resonance
frequencies with the experimental results presented in the present work and in Re

The point of the spontaneous OPT-1G22G4 is determined by the conditionK1

1K250 ~a first-order phase transition is possible only forK2,0).11,12 Hence it follows
that when the magnetoelastic and dipole interactions are neglected (Hme550 andHdip

50) the activations in the resonant spectrum of thes mode on theG2 phase side and on
the G4 phase side are the same at the point of the spontaneous transition (H50):

n01
2 5n02

2 5~g/2p!2~2HEK2 /M0!. ~4!
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Therefore there will be no frequency jump at the phase transition point in this case
was found in Ref. 6. In reality, however, as follows from the exact formulas~1! and~2!,
such a jump does exist. In zero magnetic field it is determined by the dipole contrib
and it is give by

Dn25n02
2 2n01

2 5~g/2p!2HE~Hdip22Hdip1!. ~5!

We shall now estimate the numerical value of the frequency jump at the point o
spontaneous phase transition. For this, we employ the following values of the con
appearing in formulas~1! and ~2!: HE'53106 Oe, M0'103 G, g'23107 Hz/Oe,
d1 /M0'143103 Oe, d3 /M0'13104 Oe.6,8–10,12 Then we obtain for the numerica
value of the frequency jump at the point of the spontaneous OPTDn'3 GHz. This value
agrees well with the experimental valueDn'5.7 GHz~see Fig. 1!.

In summary, an effect that does not follow from the conventional description o
dynamics of ordered magnets near an OPT, i.e., neglecting the interaction of the
subsystem with other vibrational subsystems, was observed in Fe3BO6. In this case this
effect is due to the influence of the interaction of spin and electromagnetic waves o
magnetoresonance spectrum. It has not been ruled out that the previously observ
quency jump at the point of the spontaneous OPT-1 in HoFeO3 ~Ref. 5! likewise incor-
porates the corresponding dipole contribution. In principle this conjecture can be
with respect to any OPT-1, if the experimentally observed frequency jump at this
does not agree with the value computed taking account of only the dynamics of the
subsystem.

It should also be noted that the comparative analysis, performed above, of the t
and experiment with respect to the role of spin dynamics in the formation of an en
gap and frequency jump took account of only the precession motion of the magnetiz
When its longitudinal oscillations are taken into account, a gap of relaxational origin
also appear additively in expressions~1! and~2! for the quasispin-wave frequencies. Th
gap can make a large contribution to the total energy gap at high temperatures and~or! in
strong magnetic fields.10 In principle, if this gap is anisotropic in character, it could al
contribute to the frequency jump at a spontaneous OPT-1. Just as the dipole contrib
the relaxational contribution due to interaction of precessional and relaxational os
tions to the energy gap could give rise to the discrepancy in the values of the gaps
OPT points calculated for the caseH50 and obtained by extrapolating the experimen
spectrum toH50 from large values of the magnetic field, as was observed in the
periments of Ref. 7.
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Destruction of the ozone layer as a result of a meteoroid
falling into the ocean

B. A. Klumov
Institute of the Dynamics of Geospheres, 117334 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 1 July 1999; resubmitted 28 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 5, 360–366~10 September 1999!

The falling of a large celestial body into the ocean causes a large
number of compounds~for example, HCl, Cl, Br, Na, H2O, OH, and
NO! that destroy ozone molecules directly or indirectly to be ejected to
stratospheric altitudes. The bleaching of the atmosphere in the UV
range as a result of such ozone destruction creates negative feedback
that restores the ozone. The characteristic time for such restoration in
the stratosphere decreases sharply with altitude, ranging from several
months at 30 km to several days at 20 km. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00917-2#

PACS numbers: 92.70.Cp, 92.60.Hp, 96.50.Mt, 94.10.Fa

In the present letter the effect of the impact of a large celestial body on proc
controlling the ozone level in the stratosphere is studied.

It is easy to estimate the minimum sizer cr of a meteoroid that reaches the Earth
surface: The mass of the air column drawn into motion as a result of the decelerat
a meteoroid in the atmosphere is of the order of the meteoroid mass, so that the
sphere is ‘‘transparent’’ to meteoroids of sizer i greater thanr cr;r0r i

21Hchar sin21u,
wherer i andr0 are, respectively, the density of the meteoroid and of the Earth’s a
sphere at the surface (Hchar is the scale height of the atmosphere,Hchar.8 km at strato-
spheric altitudes!, andu is the angle of entry of the meteoroid into the atmosphere.
the most probable angles of entry~u.45°! we obtainr cr.10 m.

During the deceleration process a meteoroid is deformed by the airstream. I
hydrodynamic approximation the cross section for the interaction of the meteoroid
the atmosphere increases with density:dri /dt.v iAr(h)/r i , wherev i is the meteoroid
velocity. It is easy to show that in this caser cr is much greater than for deceleration of
nondeformable meteoroid:

r cr.
Hchar

sin u
Ar0

r i
.2002300 m

for asteroids (r i.2.5 g/cm3) and comets (r i.1 g/cm3), respectively. The mass of suc
a meteoroid isM cr;1014 g.
3630021-3640/99/70(5)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Let us consider the response of the ozone layer to the falling of a meteoroid
r i.r cr into the ocean. We note that the probability of such a meteoroid colliding with
earth is of the order of 1024 yr21 ~Ref. 1!. Without loss of generality, it can be
assumed1! thatv i.25 km/s andr i.1 g/cm3. We shall consider the effect on the ozone
only the ocean water that can reach stratospheric altitudes in such an impact~i.e., we used
the deep ocean approximation!. We shall neglect the effects due to the presence of
ocean bottom. For sufficiently large meteoroids, this assumption breaks down, sin
penetration depthdp of a meteoroid into the ocean becomes greater than the ocean
@for comets in a vertical impactdp.(426)r i ~see, for example, Ref. 3!#, and the soil
matter together with water are ejected into the stratosphere. It should be noted that
of the effect of the impact of a large celestial body on the surrounding medium have
concerned primarily with the change in the radiation balance~dust in the atmosphere
loading of the atmosphere with aerosols and greenhouse gases@CO2, H2O, CH4, and
others! and possible climate changes induced by the impact~see, for example, Ref. 4 an
citations therein!#. However, in the present letter we consider the case where the radi
balance is destroyed as a result of the photochemical destruction of the ozone
caused by ozone-active~ozone-destroying! compounds reaching the stratosphere after
impact. We shall consider the impact of meteoroids withr i.r cr, for which the deep-
ocean approximation is quite justified.

Ocean water contains large quantities of ozone-active compounds, such as, f
ample, Na, Cl, and Br. The effect of the water is due to the possibility of its phot
composition in the stratosphere by sunlight with formation of the ozone-active ra
OH. However, nitric oxide NO, which effectively destroys ozone, can form behind
shock wave~SW! arising as the meteoroid decelerates in the atmosphere and i
process of supersonic ejection of impactor and target matter immediately after the im

The meteoroid track, in which large quantities of oxides of nitrogen are form
could have a definite effect on stratospheric ozone. However, for not very large me
oids the lifetime of the ozone depression caused by this track is short, and the i
vapor ejected into the stratosphere plays the key role. We shall show this.

The initial pressurep0 in the meteoroid track is of the order of (0.220.3)rsv i
2

@ps , wherers andps are the density and pressure of the surrounding stratospheri
the parameterr iv i

2/Hcharcs
2@1 for r i;r cr, wherecs is the sound velocity in the strato

sphere. This parameter is the ratio of the lifetime of a strong shock wave (t;r s /v i

.(dEi /dh)0.5rs
20.5cs

22.r iv ics
22 , wherer s is the radius of the strong shock wave, a

Ei is the energy of the meteoroid! to the characteristic stopping time (t;Hchar/v i). For
this reason, for the impact parameters considered, the expansion of the meteoroi
can be described in the approximation of a strong cylindrical explosion. In suc
explosion the formation and quenching of nitric oxide~NO! occur behind the shock front

The massMNO of the nitric oxide formed behind the shock front in the stratosph
as the meteoroid decelerates can be estimated from the relation

MNO.pr i
2dNOrsHchar, ~1!

wheredNO is the relative NO content in the meteoroid track, which is ‘‘frozen’’ duri
rapid cooling of the shock-heated air. The timetNO for the establishment of thermody
namic equilibrium for NO in hot air is determined~in the temperature range of interest
us 1500–2500 K; as will be shown below, the characteristic cooling time of the tra
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comparable to the thermodynamic equilibration time of NO! by the reaction
NO 1 O2→ NO21 O with the rate constantk1.3310212 exp(223400 K/T), and corre-
spondinglytNO5(k1@O2#)21.1027 exp(23400 K/T)r0 /rs . Here@O2# is the density of
oxygen molecules at stratospheric altitudes; the fraction of molecular oxygen in air i
temperature range under consideration is.0.2. It is evident thattNO increases rapidly as
the air cools; in the lower stratosphere, at altitudes.20 km, one hastNO;0.01 s at a
temperature of 2500 K andtNO;10 s at 1500 K.

The quenching temperatureTNO
q of nitric oxide can be estimated from the relatio

tNO(TNO
q ,ps).tc wheretc is the characteristic cooling time of hot air in the meteoro

track,tc;r i /cs . The nitric oxide fractiondNO ‘‘frozen’’ during such expansion is close
to the thermodynamically equilibrium fraction of NO at a temperature close to
quenching temperature and pressureps of the surrounding stratospheric air. In our ca
(r i.r cr) tc;0.3 s, andTNO

q ;175022000 K. At such temperatures the equilibrium N
content in air is approximately 1%. At stratospheric altitudes, such values ofdNO corre-
spond to nitric oxide densitiesnNO

w .101521016cm23. These are very high values, mo
than a million times higher than the background level of nitrogen oxides in the st
sphere (nNO1nNO2

.109 cm23).

Turbulent diffusion processes decrease the NO density in the meteoroid track,
on which an air column with a strongly nonequilibrium concentration of nitrogen ox
forms. The spatiotemporal parameters of such a column can be estimated on the b
the diffusion equation whose solution, neglecting photochemical processes, isnNO(r ,t)
} exp(2r2/Kt)/t, whereK is the turbulent diffusion coefficient, which in the stratosphe
is K.8t1.6cm2/s ~Ref. 5!. The radial size of the column with strongly perturbed N
content isr neq.0.1r iAnNO

w /nNO
0 ;100r i . The characteristic lifetimetd of such a column

with respect to diffusion spreading can be estimated fromr neq.AKtd, or td.43104 s.

The excess NO produces a local depression of ozone via the reaction

NO1O3→ NO21O2 ~2!

with rate constantk2.4310212 exp(21560 K/T) cm3/s.

At stratospheric altitudesk2.4310215cm3/s. Comparing the characteristic tim
toz of ozone destruction in this reaction,toz.(k2nNO)21, with td we find that appre-
ciable ozone destruction in the column under consideration starts at densitiesnNO

cr

>1011cm23 . The radial sizer oz of the column where ozone is virtually complete
destroyed can be estimated asr oz.r iAnNO

w /nNO
cr ;100r i .

Therefore, a local~with scale;r oz! and transient~with characteristic lifetime;td)
ozone depression is formed in the stratosphere on the basis of the meteoroid track.
impact of a comet withr i'r cr approximatelypr oz

2 Hcharrs;10921010 g ozone are de-
stroyed in the comet track; this amount is not comparable to the total amount of ozo
the stratosphere (;1016 g!.

Let us now consider the impact of a meteoroid (r i.r cr, v i.25 km/s! against the
ocean surface. In such an impact, virtually complete vaporization of the impactor m
and vaporization of a substantial fraction of the target material occur, and the m
multiphase impactor and target matter is ejected into the atmosphere. The massme j of the
matter ejected as a result of the impact can be estimated using the relation6
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me j /mi.0.2•H v i
2

g
~r t /mi !

1/3J 0.46

, ~3!

where g is the acceleration of gravity,mi is the impactor mass, andr t is the target
density. We shall estimate the massmv of the vaporized ocean water using the relatio3

mv.0.2•mi(v/AQvr t)
1.4, whereQv is the latent heat of vaporization of water. In o

caseme j;100mi andmv;10mi.1015 g.

A substantial fraction of the ejected impact vapor easily reaches stratospheri
tudes. The initial velocity distribution over the radiusr in the impact vapor cloud is clos
to linear:v(r );vmaxr /Rmax, wherevmax is the expansion velocity of the hot cloud an
vmax;v i /3–v i /4 in our case. As long as the pressure in the cloud is much higher tha
pressure of the surrounding air, the impact vapor cloud expands almost freely; its
grows with time asRmax.vmaxt. It is obvious that almost the entire mass of the imp
vapor can reach the stratospheric altitudes, since the velocity required for this is qui
(;A2gh!vmax). Thus a meteoroid impact results in the ejection of an appreciable
tion of the target matter in the form of impact vapor into the upper atmosphere
impacts with velocitiesv i.25 km/s, which are characteristic for comets,mv;10mi .
What is the composition of such an impact vapor?

Thermodynamic calculations show that the main compounds of the indicated im
vapor are H2O ~;90%!, HCl ~;1%!, NaCl ~;1%!, OH ~;0.2%!, Cl ~;0.01%!, and
NaOH ~;0.01%!. The uncertainty in the composition and amount of ejected imp
vapor can result in appreciable uncertainty in the amount of ozone active compo
reaching the stratosphere as a result of the impact. For this reason, in our photoch
calculations we varied over wide limits the initial level of the ozone-destroying c
pounds that are added to the stratospheric gas as a result of the impact.

It is quite difficult to determine the amount of NO formed in the stratosphere
result of a meteoroid impact; NO forms behind the shock front, both as a resu
supersonic ejection of impact vapor into the stratosphere and when the ejected
subsequently falls back onto the stratosphere. An upper limit of the NO mass form
a result of ejection of the impact vapor,MNO

e j ;r0dNOHchar
3 ;101221013 g, can be easily

obtained if the mass of the air traversed by the shock wave is known. We note tha
meteoroid track withr i.r cr substantially less nitrogen oxides are formed at stratosph
altitudes.

Nitric oxide can form behind a shock front as a result of the falling of the ejec
matter back onto the atmosphere. The mass of the NO produced in this process
estimated in the ballistic approximation asMNO

f b <0.1mi . Indeed, using the cumulativ
distribution of the ejected matter over the velocitiesM (.v)}v2a ~with the normaliza-
tion M (.v).0.1mi(v i /vmax)

2(vmax/v)a), where M (.v) is the mass of the impac
vapor with velocities greater thanv, the exponenta.1.6,6 and since NO is formed only
behind a sufficiently strong SW~with temperatureTf>2500 K behind the front
and, correspondingly, shock wave velocityvNO>223 km/s!, we obtain MNO

f b

;dNOM (.vNO);0.1mi .
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We shall now determine the characteristic scale of the perturbation in the s
sphere after the ejected impact vapor falls on it. The distribution of this materialMl as a
function of distancel from the impact location isMl;v21M (.v)/(dl/dv). Since
l .v2 sin 2u/g, we immediately obtainMl}v2(a12)}v23.6} l 21.8. The densityr f b of
matter decreases rapidly with distancel: r f b}Ml / l} l 22.8, and the pressure in the shoc
wave from the falling gas decreases with distancel aspf b}r f bv2} l 21.8. The character-
istic scalel s of the region of the atmosphere where the composition of the atmosp
strongly perturbed by the ejected gas and the indicated gas forms a shock wave
stratosphere can be determined froml s;(miLmax

0.8 /rsHchar)
1/2.8;100 km, and the depen

dencer f b( l ) acquires the formr f b( l ).rs( l s / l )2.8. The amount of NO formed behind th
shock front as the ejected impact vapor falls onto the atmosphere can be estima
MNO

f b ;p l s
2HchardNOrs;101321014 g for a comet withr i.r cr, which agrees with the

estimate presented above. The scalel oz of the stratospheric region where the level
ozone-active compounds is much higher than the background values is much great
l s : l oz; l s(rs/10d)1/2.8;1000 km, whered;1028 is the background fraction of ozone
active compounds in the stratosphere.

In summary, after the impact of a meteoroid withr i>r cr a ‘‘spot’’ of size 2l oz,
where the air composition is strongly perturbed and the impact vapor material is add
the air, forms in the stratosphere. The characteristic densitiesnj of ozone-active com-
pounds in the ‘‘spot’’ are nj;MiNA(p l s

2Hcharm j )
21; for NO and Cl nCl;nNO

;1012cm23.

Let us consider the photochemical consequences of such an addition and pri
its effect on the ozone. We note that the characteristic lifetime of such a ‘‘spot’’2! in the
stratosphere with respect to spreading as a result of atmospheric dynamics proce
; l s

2/K and is much greater than the characteristic time of significant photochem
processes.

Figure 1 shows the time dependences of the ozone concentration at 20 km a

FIG. 1. Ozone destruction at an altitude of 20 km as a result of the injection of a various ozone-
compounds. The densities~in cm23) of the compounds added to the stratospheric air and the response of o
to such an addition are indicated.
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with the addition of a number of ozone-active compounds to the standard composit
the air at this altitude. The numerical results presented are based on our photoch
model of stratospheric ozone.8 Note the weak response of ozone to the addition of wa
and the hydroxyl radical OH. This is due to the rapid conversion of excess hydroxy
water via the formation of hydrogen peroxide H2O2. The addition of nitric oxide or
chlorine is a threshold-like process — for large initial disturbances of their dens
(;101121012cm23, which corresponds todCl

d , dNO
d ;102721026) ozone is destroyed

comparatively rapidly~within several hours! and switches into a regime with strong dai
variations~under ordinary conditions such variations in the stratosphere are neglig!
with maximum value;1% of the normal ozone level (;1012cm23, dO3

;1026).

Thus, the falling of a celestial body into the ocean can produce in the stratosph
long-lived ‘‘spot’’ where ozone is virtually completely destroyed. Since the character
size of a such a ‘‘spot’’ is much greater than the scale height of the atmosphere
change induced in the UV transparency of air by the destruction of the ozone mu
taken into account in order to describe correctly the photochemistry inside the ‘‘sp
The destruction of ozone on such spatial scales results in bleaching of the atmosp
the UV range, which produces a negative feedback that restores the ozone. This e
illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the altitude profiles of the photodissociation rat
molecular oxygen O2 for various levels of the ozone depression in the stratosphere
calculate the photodissociation rate we solved the transfer equation for sunlight
Earth’s atmosphere numerically using the Phodis code.9 We note that oxygen atoms ar
formed in the process of the photodestruction of O2, and these atoms form ozone in th
three-body recombination reaction O1 O21 M → O31M. All other significant rates of
photoprocesses remain virtually unchanged — these compounds do not require fo
photodecomposition3! the hard UV radiation required for photodissociation of O2.

In the lower stratosphere the effect can be very substantial: the O2 photodissociation
rateJO2

in the ‘‘spot’’ can be a hundred times higher than the ordinary level. This res

FIG. 2. Photodissociation rateJO2
of molecular oxygen O2 versus the altitude for different degrees of ozo

destruction. The solar zenith angle is 45°. The dependences ofJO2
for normal conditions and for an ozone laye

in which 10% and 1% ozone remain are shown.
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in restoration of ozone in the ‘‘spot’’ at a rate;JO2
(h)@O2#(h). The characteristic time

t r of such restoration at an altitude of 20 km is of the order of 10nO3
(JO2

@O2#)21

.105 s. Figure 3 shows such the restoration of ozone at 20 km, observed immed
after the destruction of the ozone and the resulting increase in the UV flux. We not
ozone is restored at different rates at different altitudes: In the lower stratosp
(h.20 km! t r;105 s, whereas at altitudesh.30 km the restoration time is much longe
t r;107 s — a wave of ‘‘ozone restoration’’ travels from bottom to top along the p
turbed stratosphere.

In summary, the falling of a celestial body into the ocean results in a numbe
little-studied effects. A substantial quantity of ozone-destroying compounds enter
stratosphere as a result of such an event. The ozone destruction results in a sharp i
in the rate of photodissociation of molecular oxygen, which in turn results in r
restoration of ozone. This effect is especially large in the lower stratosphere, whe
ozone restoration time is of the order one day. In this connection, it would be intere
to investigate how this effect influences the polar ozone hole. It is easy to show th
effect considered above is negligible in this case. This is because the ozone hole in
regions exists under the conditions of large zenith angles, which naturally decreas
effectiveness of UV radiation as an indirect source of ozone. Moreover, the polar o
hole is formed primarily in the lower stratosphere at altitudes 15–20 km, while the o
layer above this altitude is not disturbed much and appreciably attenuates the sol
radiation, without creating in the process appreciable bleaching of the stratosphere
UV range.

The effect considered above demands that the existing views of ozone destr
during catastrophic events be re-examined. This work was supported in part b
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 99-02-16938!.

FIG. 3. Ozone restoration at 20 km with almost complete destruction of the ozone after the injection of C
NO. The destruction of the ozone results in a sharp increase in ozone formation rate as a result of an
in the UV flux.
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1!According to Ref. 2, the most likely impact velocity for short-period comets colliding with the earth is c
to 25 km/s. For asteroids it is much lower, approximately 12 km/s.

2!As a result of the comet SL9 falling into Jupiter’s atmosphere, a;6000 km ‘‘spot’’ formed in Jupiter’s
atmosphere. The characteristic lifetime of the spot was;33106 s. The evolution of this ‘‘spot,’’ which
converted into a relatively stable vortex, gradually dissipated by zonal flows, was simulated in Ref. 7.

3!A large increase in the rate of photodissociation of NaCl as a result of ozone destruction can lead, in
an increase in the ozone restoration time. This question falls outside the scope of the present letter.
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